
• Activitybased microscopic mixing
∙ within subcellular environments
∙ within microfluidic devices

• Solute sorting and transport

I-N Defect AnnihilationI-N Transition Frank Elasticity

Streaming Collision

MPCD Collision Operator

MPCD discretizes
continuous fields into
pointparticles, which:
• stream ballistically for

a time
• undergo multiparticle

collision events2

Traditional MPCD simulates NavierStokes eq but can solve any hydrodynamic field so long as
• a proper collision operator can be identied
• the field can be discretised
MPCD is extended to nematic fluids by
• giving particles an orientation,
• giving cells a nematic order parameter
• defining an orientation collision operator
New orientations drawn from equilibrium MaierSaupe probability
Coupling Velocity and Orientation:
• Shear alignment:

The collision is a (angular)
momentum conserving
Andersonthermostatted
operator3,4:

• Backflow via angular momentum balance:

MPCD reproduces NavierStokes eq because it conserves mass, momentum
and energy.
• Active matter does not conserve all these quantities
• Active nematics are subject to force dipoles

To make MPCD active, an intrinsically outofequilibrium term is included in
the collision operation. This corresponds to an extensile or contractile force
dipole density
The activenematic momentum collision operator is

MPCD Collision Operator

• Outofequillibrium speed
• Local nematic director
• Dipolar coefficient :

For particles above the plane defined by the normal through
the point , while, for particles below,

• Any stochastic residual force is subtracted

• Extensile relaxation
• Contractile

Wall Formation

Defect Formation & Wall Unzipping

Meso-scale Turbulence

Spontaneous Flow Colloidal Active-Liquid Crystals

The cost of wall deformations can be large, causing pairs of defects to form
• Defects relieve elastic stress by unzipping walls and restoring locally aligned state6

ActiveMPCD (extensile, aligning) spontaneously flows in a
microfluidic channel with homeotropic and noslip walls

MPCD enjoys broad
deployment due to its ability to
embed polymers and colloids,
handle nontrivial boundary
conditions, and be parallelised.
• The activeMPCD algorithm
inherits these attributes

Nematic state is unstable
• Elasticity resists deformation
• But alignment hinders active flows
• Dipoles generate unstable kinks,

leading to wall formation

Defects drive mesoturbulence
• In extensile fluids, +1/2 defects

move away from their partner
• Generating vorticity and chaotic

flows in lowRe regimes7

• draws velocities stochastically
from MaxwellBoltzmann
distribution

• Bacterial micromotors1
• Artificial motile cells
• Activeself assembly

A Mesoscopic Particle-based
Method for Active-Nematics

Abstract

The Medium is the Machine:

An Introduction

Fluctuating Hydrodynamics:

MPCD Algorithm

Particle-based Nematohydrodynamics:

Liquid Crystals & MPCD5

Active Nematics:

An MPCD Algorithm
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We introduce a mesoscopic particlebased algorithm to simulate active nematics. The method builds on
the recently reported multiparticle collision dynamics (MPCD) algorithm for fluctuating
nematohydrodynamics. Hydrodynamic velocity and director fields are reproduced on long time and
length scales through a pair of local and stochastic multiparticle collision operators. This technique has
been shown to reproduce the primary features of a nematic liquid crystal, including a nematicisotropic
phase transition, elastic coefficients, and tumbling/alignment regimes. The fluid is made active through
the introduction of dipolar contribution in the local velocity collision operator. Active MPCD
simulations exhibit the hallmarks of active nematic fluids, including deformations in the nematic
director fields that relax through the creation of topological defects leading to mesoscale turbulence.
The mesoscopic method inherits the benefits of traditional MPCD algorithms, including the ability to
embed macromolecules and colloids, handle nontrivial boundary conditions, and be parallelized.
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